
Trust Jacker: Review Examining Gerry Cramer And Rob Jones' System Released

SUMMARY: WealthSpringMarketing.com releases a Trust Jacker system review to reveal the truth about this 
new program which promises users the ability to easily monetize viral traffic and "sell without selling".

Trust Jacker,  a newly launched WordPress plugin developed by Gerry Cramer And Rob Jones has recently been 
released to the public creating a buzz of excitement on internet marketing forums and spawning innumerable 
Trust Jacker reviews across the interwebs. The media attention surrounding this new system has prompted an 
investigative review by WealthSpringMarketing.com's Tiffany Hendricks.

"Every internet marketer know that trust and authority rule, and that trusted, authoritative websites encourage the 
highest possible conversion rates," reports Hendricks. "However, few business owners have a web presence with 
the same kind of authority as a site like Facebook or Twitter. What Trust Jacker does is that it allows users to 
leverage and ethically 'piggy back' on trusted, trending websites as a way to drive sales almost effortlessly."

Trust Jacker works by way of a WordPress plug-in that allows users to send traffic to any piece of content they 
wish from anywhere on the Internet. The exciting part occurs when readers are finished viewing the content 
piece and are then shown a related offer of the users choice. Comprehensive instruction on the set up and 
operation of the Trust Jacker software is included for customers free of charge in addition to complimentary 
bonuses. 

"Our review shows that Trust Jacker is an easy way for marketers to set up sophisticated, trackable advertising 
campaigns without needing to buy traffic, or do any programming whatsoever," says Hendricks. "Really the set 
up is as simple as selecting your choice of content, cutting, pasting, and violà, your campaign can be up and 
running in a matter of minutes."

Those wishing to purchase Trust Jacker, or for more information, click here.

Tiffany Hendricks provides boutique marketing services to elite clients and reviews of today's most popular 
internet marketing courses on her website WealthSpringMarketing.com. Hendricks' complete Trust Jacker 
review can be viewed online at the following web address: http://wealthspringmarketing.com/trust-jacker-
review-is-gerry-cramer-rob-jones-software-legit/
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